
Open European Championship Meeting 
Held  22nd October 2011 

At Sorø Hallen, Ringstedvej 20, 4180 Sorø

Attendees:
Denmark - Chairman - Emmy Marie Simonsen
Denmark - Johanna Allanach 
Belgium – Christine Mattheus
Belgium – Luc Daems
Czech Republic – Daniela Šišková
Czech Republic – Andrea Šišková
Finland – Tiina Jounio
France - Corinne Médauer
Germany – Carmen Schmid
Germany – Horst Gehrke
Great Britain – Kath Hardman
Great Britain – Karen Sykes
Great Britain - Lesley Neville
Holland – Esther Niemeijer
Holland Grietje Wagenaar
Israel - Ayala Naor 
Russia - Polina Il'ina
Russia - Olga Kuzina (Translator)
Sweden – Rolf Gustavsson
Sweden – Yvonne Öster

Agenda
• The future of the OEC
• Amendments to Rules
• Hosts for 2012 and 2013

The future of the OEC
It was unanimously agreed that the OEC was a popular competition and all present 
agreed  that  many  years  of  experience  would  be  necessary  before  it  could  be 
changed to an Open World Competition.
The OEC is a competition to be held within Europe but it must be made clear to 
everyone  that  entry  is  open to  any  country  in  the World.  Therefore,  whichever 
country hosts the OEC, they must ensure that invitations are sent to every Kennel 
Club and all the information is made available on a public website.
Although the FCI is becoming more flexible towards non pedigree dogs it was agreed 
to keep the European Championship an Open event. 

Proposed Rule Changes      



All the following additions and amendments were agreed unanimously by those 
present

• The  Open  European  Championship  (OEC)   (Extra  amendments  at  the 
meeting underlined)

The Open European Championships is a competition which will be held each year. The 
date is to be decided and announced by the hosting country no less than 10 months in  
advance.
Participants from all over the world can enter but the competition will always be held 
in a European country.
Handlers can represent the country in which they reside or the country in which they 
have their citizenship.
Up to two representatives from the competing countries will meet and decide where 
the  competition  will  be  held  two  years  in  advance.  This  meeting  will  be  held  in 
conjunction with the competition  details of which will be announced no later than 6 
months in advance.
The OEC rules can only been changed at a meeting held in connection with the OEC.  
Two representatives from each competing country can participate in the meeting and 
rules can only be changed if 50% or more of the participating representatives vote 
for the changes. Rule changes agreed one year will come into force at the following 
year’s OEC.

• National Team  (Add the following)
Invitations to submit entries to the OEC, must be sent by the Host Nation to all 
Kennel Clubs throughout the World.

• Entries    (Text to be added after first statement.)
Team entries can be submitted by the National FCI recognized Kennel Clubs or by a 
national  HTM/freestyle  organisation.  The FCI recognized  Kennel  Clubs  will  get  4 
weeks to submit their entries from the opening date before entries are allowed for 
independent entries and those from HTM/Freestyle organisations.
If there are more than 4 entries + a reserve from one country, the FCI recognized 
Kennel Clubs' entries should be accepted before any others. If a Kennel Club does 
not wish to enter a team, the hosting country can decide which entries they wish to 
accept.

• Winner of the Open European Championship:  (Amendment underlined)
Winner of the Open European Team Championship in Heelwork To Music will be the 
country whose 3 highest scoring competitors have the combined highest scores from 
the qualifying round.
Winner of the Open European Team Championship in Freestyle will be the country 
whose 3 highest scoring competitors have the combined highest scores from the 
qualifying round.

• The Individual Final
The ten dog and handler teams that have acquired the highest score in each of the 
disciplines qualify for the Individual Finals (10 Heelwork to Music and 10 Freestyle).

• General Rules (All in Pink to be deleted and replaced with that underlined)



· All dogs are entered at the exhibitor’s own account and risk. The organizer cannot 
be held liable for damages caused by dogs or exhibitors.
·  Dogs must be vaccinated against distemper and parvovirus. Foreign dogs must also 
be vaccinated against rabies according to Danish legislation.
· Danish bred ear cropped dogs cannot compete. The same goes for dogs born in other 
countries where ear cropping is prohibited.
·  Tail docked dogs born after 1 June 1996 cannot compete regardless of the dog’s 
country  of  birth.  The  prohibition  also  includes  dogs  that  have  been  docked  for 
veterinary reasons irrespective of whether a veterinary certificate is presented.
·   Dogs must comply with the host country’s Dog Legislation.  
· Dogs competing must be at least 18 months old on the day of the competition.

Further  amendments  to  rules  were  suggested  in  the  ensuing  discussions  but  the 
meeting was reminded that items regarding any suggested amendments or additions 
to the rules must be on the Agenda prior to the OEC Competition Meeting; therefore, 
those additional topics discussed at this meeting should be placed on the Agenda 
before the competition in 2012.  
The suggestions were: 
A minimum ring size 
The Show must be held indoors 
A change of rule regarding that the show can be held with the qualifying rounds one 
day and the finals the next day.

Hosts for 2012 and 2013

2012
The representatives from The Czech Republic announced that they have been given 
permission by their KC to hold the 2012 OEC in Prague.
It was asked that the additional points raised for discussion should be considered by 
The Czech Republic 2012 Hosts - the show should be held in an indoor venue and a 
ring size equivalent to that in Denmark 2011 (25m x 20m) be available. The Czech 
Republic representatives assured the meeting that this would be possible.
It was also agreed that the date and venue must be announced at least 6 months 
prior to the event.

2013
The representatives from Holland announced they have been given permission to host 
the OEC in 2013.  The representatives from Holland were reminded that the date 
must be decided and announced no less than 10 months in advance.

Those present expressed their thanks to both The Czech Republic and Holland.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
It was agreed that those present should all be included in an OEC Email Group to 
enable communication and regular updates.
Emmy Simonsen agreed to set up the Group Mails as soon as possible after the close 
of the 2011 Competition.

Those attending the meeting were thanked for their time and input and the meeting 
was closed.


